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PREFACE 
This study addresses the problem of uncertainty facing the 
livestock feeder which results from a lack of knowledge of probable 
feed grain price movements. The primary objective is to develop a 
quantitative model to predict quarterly average cash corn prices. The 
price predictions are then used in the development of various hedging 
strategies applicable to cattle feeders. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The Problematic Situation 
The livestock feeder encounters a series of obstacles in attempt-
ing to produce and market his product effectively. Perhaps the most 
serious obstacle is uncertainty about the price of feed inputs. Since 
feed is a major variable cost in any feeding enterprise, long or short 
range planning without an adequate knowledge of probable feed price 
movements is very difficult. 
An indication of the portion of total cost attributable to feed 
cost can be seen in Table I (14). Because feed cost is such a large 
percentage of total cost, adverse fluctuations in the price of feed can 
have a disastrous effect on profit margins. Since 1970, such fluctua-
tions have been quite common and often extreme. 
Between 1965 and 1970 the largest movement in monthly average 
price for Chicago cash corn during any six-month period was $.30 per 
bu. Since 1970, price fluctuations for cattle and grain have become 
much more significant. For instan~e, in 1973 the monthly average cash 
price of slaughter steers at Omaha fell from $43.98 per cwt. in July to 
$37.20 per cwt. in December {19). During the same period the monthly 
average price for corn rose from $2.52 per bushel to $3.52 per bushel 
(3). These fluctuations occurred during the length of a typical feeding 
period for cattle. 
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TABLE I 
LIVESTOCK FEEDING STOCKSa 
1972 1975 
Purchasinq Period Jan~~~l-Seot t ~an-Mar Jul-Seot 
COST 
Feeder Steer 
Feed 
Other 
Total 
Feed as a % 
of Total Cost 
Purchasinq Period 
COST 
Feeder Pig 
Feed 
Other 
Total 
Feed as a % 
of Total Cost 
231 .0 . 
82.9 
47.2 
361 .1 
22.9 
255.0 
88.2 
48.3 
391.5 
22.5 
Jan-~1ar ---Jul-Seot 
26.0 26.8 
20.9 22.9 
12.3 12.5 
59.2 62.2 
35.3 36.8 
304.5 
106.0 
54.6 
465.1 
22.8 
Jan-Mar 
33.0 
30.4 
13 Jf 
76.8 
39.6 
CATTLE FEEDING, CORN BELT 
347.4 291.6 220.5 
160.6 183.7 195.3 
59.8 60.9 60.9 
567.8 536.2 476.7 
28.3 34.2 41.0 
165.0 
200.5 
57.7 
423.2 
47.4 
213.3 
. i 95.3 
59.8 
468.4 
41.7 
T97-4 ------ - --197T -- -- - 1976 
Jul-Sept Jan-Mar Jul-Se~t Jan-Mar 
1974 1975 _____ 
--- Jul~Seot 
- Jan-Mar Jul-Se~t Jan-Mar Ju1-S-ept 
HOG FEEDING, CORN BELT 
41.4 33.4 21.6 35.2 49.9 
45.3 45. 1 45.3 44.7 44.4 
15.0 15.2 14.7 15.8 16.9 
1 01 . 7 93.7 81.6 95.7 111.2 
44.5 48.1 55.5 46.7 39.9 
19T1______ 197---s-· ------ 1974_____ 1975 
Marketing Period A~r-June Oct-Dec Aj:)r=-June----cfd::cec Apr.:.June Oct-Dec Apr-June Oct-Dec 
aRepresent costs if all expenses paid flor during the period indicated. Cost taken from U.S. Department 
of Agriculture, Feed Situation, Series Fds, 248-263. Economic Research (E-stimates taken from selected issues 
of this quarterly publication by the Economic Research Service). 
N 
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Uncertainty about feed grain prices can affect the planning of 
livestock feeders in many ways. The farmer who operates a farming and 
feeding enterprise must decide whether to hold a large portion of his 
corn for sale in anticipation of high corn prices, or to feed a large 
portion in anticipation of low corn prices. 
The feedlot operator who has the option of buying large amounts of 
feed at different intervals may key his buying decision on anticipated 
prices. If feed grain prices are expected to rise he may purchase a 
large supply of feed in the current period. If the feedlot operator 
already holds some inventories but expects feed grain prices to decline 
at some later date, he may decide to reduce the feeding rate per animal 
unit so that additional inventories can be purchased at lower prices. 
Obviously such decisions are not made without regard for the cost 
of the animal to be fed and the expected price of the finished animal. 
However, feed costs are an integral part of the decision process and 
optimal feeding decisions cannot be made without reasonably sound 
expectations regarding feed grain prices. 
The Problem 
Currently there are, very few feed grain price outlook or fore-
casting models which feeders can use in formulating marketing decisions. 
Such outlooks are badly needed as an aid to feeders who are always 
vulnerable to adverse price fluctuations. Not only does the lack of 
reliable feed grain price forecasts hinder knowledgeable expectations 
on the part of feeders, but it also causes risk-reducing practices such 
as hedging to become less effective. 
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Literature Review 
Weldon and Tweeten (21) present a model to predict seasonal 
average corn prices which focuses on total feed grain ending stocks as 
a predictor of price. Ending stocks are considered important since 
they reflect the net balance of supply and demand for the year. 
-------
In the model, the price of corn is expressed as a function of 
{1) the ratio of total feed grain utilization to total feed grain 
stocks, {2) the ratio of government held ending stocks of feed grain 
to free trade ending stocks of feed grain, and (3) trend. The period 
analyzed is 1955-70. 
The model explains 92 percent of the variation in the seasonal 
average price of corn with all coefficients significant at the .02 
probability level or better. Weldon and Tweeten maintain that since 
utilization is relatively stable, ending stocks account for a major 
portion of the variation in feed grain price. Price is also shown to 
be less sensitive to changes in stocks from ~he private sector. If 
total ending stocks increased from 40 million to 50 million tons, with 
utilization at 140 million tons, the model predicts a $.14 per bushel 
decrease in the price of feed grain. If the increase in stocks came 
from the private sector, the price per bushel would be $.03 higher than 
if the increase were from the government sector. Prices were also 
shown to be more sensitive to changes in stocks as the level of stocks 
decreased from 50 to 40 million tons. The primary shortcoming' of the 
Weldon-Tweeten model is its failure to adequately consider projected 
production in the upcoming crop year. 
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The feed grain price model is expanded by Anderson and Tweeten (1) 
in an attempt to show the relationship between wheat and feed grain 
prices. A wheat price equation is presented with seasonal average 
wheat price as a function of (1) the ratio of annual wheat utilization 
to wheat carryout, (2) the ratio of annual feed grain utilization in 
t-1 to feed grain stocks in t-1, and (3) a dummy variable used to re-
flect the change in wheat policy in 1964. The variables in the model 
explain 89 percent of the variation in seasonal average wheat prfces. 
The results indicate that wheat prices early in the wheat crop 
year are best predicted from the feed grain situation of the past year 
and later in the season from the upcoming feed grain situation. 
Anderson and Tweeten maintain that when feed grain stocks are low, 
changes in feed grain demand have a significant effect on wheat prices. 
When feed grain stocks are large and wheat stocks small, wheat is 
priced at its food value rather thar its feed value. 
This article has implications for any analysis df feed grain 
demand. When the price of wheat falls low enough relative to feed 
grain prices, wheat competes with feed grains for livestock feed. Low 
wheat prices can act to depress feed grain prices. 
Barr (2) developed a system of equations to measure factors 
affecting the annual demand for U. S. wheat. Relationships were devel-
oped for domestic and foreign demand. Domestic wheat demand, which is 
comprised mainly of food use and bears little resemblance to domestic 
' 
feed grain demand, is not useful in an analysis of feed grain demand. 
Similar relationships exist, however, between wheat and feed grain 
export demand. 
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In the wheat. export relation, quantity of wheat exported _is 
specified as a function of (1) total wheat supplies of the major U. S. 
exporting competitors (Canada, Australia, and Argentina), (2) total 
production of all grains in the rest of the world, and (3) a time trend 
variable. The variables in the model explain 70 percent of the varia-
tion in wheat exports. 
Barr maintains that world wheat trade is greatly influenced by 
world production and is highly inelastic with respect to price. Import-
ing countries must meet domestic shortages in spite of the price level. 
The demand for U. S. wheat exports is more closely related to export 
demand, influenced by production shortages, than by general price 
levels. 
Barr admits that the foreign sector model would be improved by 
expanding the model to recognize regional .trade flows and production 
within regions. Such a model would allow for differences in regional 
policies such as trade barriers and quotas. 
A study on the quarterly demand for corn for feed has been 
published by Butell and Womack (5). This analysis is very significant 
since feed demand represents a very large portion of the total demand 
for corn. 
Four regression models are used to analyze the factors influencing 
feed demand for corn. There is a separate regression for each quarter 
of the corn marketing year beginning with the October-December quarter. 
The 1957 through 1974 marketing years are analyzed. 
The October-December model specifies feed usage as a function of 
(1) the average price received by farmers for corn, (2) the price of 
soybean meal, (3) production value of beef, pork, and broilers, and 
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(4) prices received by farmers for livestock and livestock products. 
The explanatory variables account for 93 percent of the variation in 
October-December feed use. This model is very important since the 
correlation between the amount of corn fed during the October-December 
quarter and the amount of corn fed during the marketing year is .95. 
The author points out that an analysis of the October-December quarter 
can be useful in estimating the seasonal consumption pattern for a 
given supply of corn throughout the feeding year~ 
The predicted values produced from the model track fairly well 
historical prices using actual values for the explanatory variables. 
However, since the dependent variable feed use in the current time 
period is specified as a function of the independent variables in the 
current time period, it is necessary to predict the values of the 
dependent variables in future periods in order to forecast feed use. 
The authors give no indication of the method used to estimate the 
dependent variables. 
The equations for the second and third quarters of the market 
year for corn are similar to the equation for the October-December 
quarter. In these models it was necessary to include additional 
explanatory variables to account for the lagged effect of certain 
economic variables on feed use later in the year. The authors suggest 
that there may be lagged economic influences when livestock and poultry 
producers adjust herd or flock size in response to changing economic 
signals. Current feed demand could be influenced by economic condi-
tions that existed several quarters in the past. 
An additional variable was included in the January-March and 
I ' 
' 
April-June models to account for lagging influences (4). The variable 
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included was the average ratio of livestock prices received by farmers 
to average price received by farmers for corn for the three previous 
I 
quarters. In the April-June model, the average price of'soybean meal 
. for the three previous quarters was also included (3). 
The January-March model explained 79 percent of the variation in 
feed usage while the April-June model explained 95 percent. The July-
September model has not been published to date. 
A review of the literature in the area of commodity price 
analysis reveals the use of both single-equation models and simultaneas 
systems in price forecasting. Fox (6) presents a discussion on whether 
the single-equation or simultaneous system is better and offers the 
following observation: 
If the purpose of analysis is to estimate the expected 
price of a commodity with given values of other variables, 
the best answer can be given by a least squares regression 
with price dependent and other variables independent. If 
the purpose is to estimate elasticities of demand or other 
structural coefficients, this equation may not give an un-
biased estimate. It will be unbiased only if current supply 
and other independent variables are not measurably affected 
by price during the marketing period. If t~ese conditions 
are not met a system of simultaneous equations is needed if 
valid estimates of the coefficients of interest are to be 
obtained (p. 28). 
However, if interest centers only on predicting the value of one 
variable from the value of others and if elasticities are not required' 
single equation least squares is useful even when the basic structure 
is simultaneous. 
Objectives 
The purposes of this study can be stated jn three major objectives 
as follows: 
' . 
1. To develop forecasting techniques that will allow projection 
of quarterly average cash corn prices (Chicago) two quarters into the 
future and to test the accuracy of the forecasting techniques. 
2. To use the forecast as an input in hedging strategies for 
corn. 
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3. To test the relevancy of the forecasts and hedging strategies 
in decision situations. 
Procedure 
The method used to analyze and forecast cash corn price is 
ordinary least-squares regression. A single equation model is favored 
over a simultaneous system of equations because the objective here is 
prediction rather than the determination of statistically valid elas-
ticity coefficients of detailed supply-demand relationships. It is 
also desirable to avoid the complexity and expense associated with a 
simultaneous system. The relative simplicity of the single-equation 
model should make it more useful to other interested parties lacking a 
great deal of statistical sophistication. Ordinary least-squares will 
also be used to predict some of the explanatory variables in the price 
equation. 
The accuracy of the model and its performance as a predictor will 
be tested by using the predicted values of the explanatory variables to 
estimate corn prices during the period analyzed. These estimates can 
then be compared with observed corn prices. 
Objectives two and three will be accomplished by incorporating 
the predicted cash corn price in the formulation of hedging strategies 
and by testing these strategies as to performance in simulated decision 
situations. Performance will be measured in terms of the cost and 
variance in cost associated with the strategies. 
Data Call ection 
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The individual time periods for which corn prices will be analyzed 
will be approximately calendar quarters due to the method by which the 
U.S.D.A. reports supply-demand data for grains. The U.S.D.A. reports 
corn stocks in all positions four times a year. The change in stocks 
between reports is total disappearance. Exports, which are reported 
monthly, and food and industrial use from surveys of manufacturers are 
subtracted from total disappearance to1 arrive at feed usage .. 
Prior to 1976 quarterly stocks reports were issued on October 1, 
January 1, April 1, and July 1. The U.S.D.A. now reports stocks in 
all positions on June 1 rather than July 1. This method of reporting 
forces analysis of the corn supply-demand situation by the following 
periods: October-December, January-March, April-May, and June-September. 
A historical series of supply-demand based on th~se periods is avail-
able back to October~December 1965. October-December 1965 through' 
January-March 1976 is the period under consideration in this analysis. 
CHAPTER II 
A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR CORN PRICE ANALYSIS 
The main consideration in corn price analysis is the relationship 
of available supply to market requirements (8). Annual corn supply is 
comprised of production at the beginning of the year plus carryin stocks 
from the previous year. Since corn production is discontinuous, the 
major concern after the crop is harvested is the rate of disappearance. 
After October 1, the supply of corn is essentially fixed for the mar-
keting year and price analysis can be approached with emphasis on the 
demand side. Price acts to ration the available supply with price 
levels and variations in price coming primarily from the interaction 
of a potentially variable demand and the fixed yearly supply. 
The most important variable in corn supply is production. 
Production in any given year is determined by forces in action prior 
to harvest rather than current economic forces. Corn _production his-
torically has been affected by economic factors such as corn prices 
prior to planting and the government acreage control program. The 
major non-economic determinant is weather. 
Farmers acting independently of acreage control programs can be 
expected to increase the number of acres planted in corn in response to 
high corn prices prior to or during April and May. If the prices of 
other feed grains are high relative to corn prices, these crops may 
be substituted to some degree for corn. Farmers who cooperate with 
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government acreage control programs may agree to curtail planted 
acreage in order to receive payments or to qualify to place crops 
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under loan. The acreage control programs are geared to expected demand. 
In recent years when demand has been strong and overproduction has not 
been a problem, the movement has been away from acreage controls. 
Supply for the entire marketing year can be considered predeter-
mined or not affected by price during the current marketing year. This 
might indicate that only an analysis of corn demand is called for. The 
demand for feed corn, exports, food, seed, and industrial usage might 
be considered. However, whether supply can be considered to be unaf-
fected by price depends on the marketing level at which supply is 
defined and the time period considered. Within the year, if consump-
tion does not equal supply, stocks accumulate. Farmers have the option 
of holding stocks or placing corn under loan as well as marketing all 
their corn immediately after harvest. This indicates a demand curve 
for storage in addition tn the previously mentioned demand. 
The price expectation of the producer is the primary factor which 
determines the demand curve for storage and guides inventories during 
the marketing year. Inventories can be held at different marketing 
levels so that a number of demand curves for storage exist. The major 
components of demand for storage are reservation demand by farmers, 
government demand, and demand by processors and feeders. 
The decision to hold or release stocks is based on the difference 
between current and expected prices. Farmers will hold stocks in anti-
cipation of higher prices. The expectations of price may be based on 
the size of the current crop and.the expected rate of disappearance 
during the year. As the season progresses the size of the new crop is 
anticipated. 
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When the government loan program was in effect, the decision to 
hold or release stocks was based on the difference between the loan 
rate and the expected price. If anticipated prices were not signifi-
cantly above the loan rate, farmers might put their corn under loan to 
avoid the risk of falling prices. If prices rose subsequently, the 
corn could be redeemed by payment of the loan plus interest. The corn 
could then be sold at a profit. 
Processors may wish to hold stocks in order to avoid the risk of 
being short during times of high prices and to keep the production 
process continuous. Such an enterprise will hold an amount of stocks 
such that the marginal cost of storage per unit time equals the expa:ted 
price per unit time. 
The futures market is the basis for many expectations and thus 
plays a major role in inventory guidance. For known demand, the 
futures contracts indicate the expected supply situation and the cost 
of storage through carrying charges. The carrying charge is the dif-
ference between futures contracts and represents the cost of storage 
from one period to another. 
Carrying charges fluctuate according to the expected demand for 
storage. They give a great deal of insight into the availability of 
cash corn supplies. If a large supply of corn is available, prices 
tend to be depressed in the current time period. Producers are reluc-
tant to sell and significant quantities of corn are stored. These 
actions translate into a substantial demand for storage. The large 
supplies inject an element of stability into the market. Each succes-
sive futures contract trades at a higher price reflecting the carrying 
charges. On the other hand, if tight supplies are expected, inverse 
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carrying charges may result with distant contracts selling below nearby 
contracts. 
Another basis for expectations is the outlook series published by 
the U.S.D.A. The outlook includes the size of the crop and the pro-
jected disappearance for the marketing year. The forecast of carryout 
for the year is an estimate of the supply-demand balance for the year. 
Price seems very responsive to the level of year ending stocks, partic-
ularly if the level of stocks is below normal. 
The demand for storage can have a significant effect on the 
seasonal pattern of corn prices, given the size of the crop and the 
level of demand. The decision of farmers to hold or release stocks 
determines the level of available supply during the marketing year. 
Figure 1 indicates the effe~t of a holding action in the first half of 
the year, given supply and demand. 
The supply curve designated S represents supply during the first 
half of the year if available supplies are released to the market in 
a normal fashion and there is no above normal holding of stocks by 
farmers. Similarly, the supply curves for the second half indicates 
the normal supply held into the second half of the year. Under these 
conditions, the theoretical difference between P1, the average price 
for the first half, and P2, the average price for the second half, is 
the cost of storage. 
s• represents the supply available to the market when stocks are 
aggressively held early in the year. In the second half of the year, 
the increased level of stocks are released and s• is the supply exceed-
ing the normal supply for the second half. When these stocks are 
released, price tends to be depressed. 
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Fi'gure 1. Price Determination for Corn Under Alternative Marketing Strategies 
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With a given demand, adequate production, and no drastic holding 
action the seasonal pattern of corn prices should range from a low in 
October to high in August or September depending on expectations of 
/ 
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the new crop. However, this seasonal pattern can be distorted by those 
holding .inventories in anticipation of better prices. Figure 2 indi-
cates that the strategy of holding in the early part of the year can 
be self-defeating. Prices are held up early in the year, but the re-
lease of stocks at the end of the year depresses price and has a very 
adverse effect on those that hold too long. The solid lind represents 
the normal seasonal pattern under the assumptions previously discussed. 
Thus far it has been assumed that the demand for corn is constant. 
This is of course unrealistic. The two major components of corn demand 
are the demand for feed and the demand for exports. Feed demand, which 
comprises the largest portion of corn demand, is variable between years 
but follows a fairly distinct seasonal pattern during the marketing 
year. Exports can be quite variable within the marketing year. In 
recent years the increased levels and volatility of exports has had a 
significant effect on corn prices. The demand for corn for food, seed, 
and industrial purposes has remained small and quite stable. 
The demand for feed is a derived demand or a factor demand. It is 
derived from the demand for meat ultimately. More directly, demand 
curves for feed corn are derived from the production functions of indi-
vidual livestock feeders. The curve is the feeder•s marginal value 
product curve with respect to corn. To maximize profits when corn is 
the only variable input, the feeder will equate the marginal value pro-
duct of livestock feeding with the marginal factor cost as shown in 
Figure 3. Changing corn prices cause movement along the demand curve 
$ 
, 
---
- -Normal seasonal pattern 
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via the MFC curves while changing livestock prices cause the curve to 
shift. For example, increases in livestock prices would shift demand 
up and to the right such as MVP1 to MVP2. 
The amount of corn fed in any period depends on the number of 
animals fed and the feeding rate per animal. In the long run the corn 
feed demand is determined by the number of animals available for feed-
ing. The number of animals is inelastic with respect to corn price 
in the short run because of the biological lag associated with increased 
livestock production in response to changing feed prices. The level of 
feed usage is related to the hog and cattle cycles because of this lag. 
The feeding rate per animal is much more elastic with respect to 
corn prices in the short run. Feeders can respond much more quickly to 
changing prices than can livestock producers. Even when animal numbers 
are relatively low, total grain fed can be fairly high because of 
increases in feeding rates. The responsiveness of feeding rates makes 
the demand curve for feed corn fairly elastic. 
The demand for corn for export purposes is also a derived demand. 
Demand for U. S. exports is derived from the aggregate export demand 
I 
curve of foreign countries. Demand of foreign consumers can be traced 
through levies, transportation rates, and merchandising costs to demand 
at the U. S. farm level (6). 
Figure 4 illustrates the demand for U. S. corn by the major group 
of importers of U. S. corn, the European Economic Community. The 
kinked demand curve reflects the EEC variable levy system which raises 
all import prices to the EEC target price. This makes demand very in-
elastic at prices below the target price. This simplistic illustration 
assumes constant marketing margins. With constant marketing margins, 
DOMESTIC PRICE (EEC) 
TARGET PRICE 
IMPORT PRICE 
EXPORT PRICE (U. S.) 
FARM PRiCE 
$ 
Figure 4. Demand for Corn Exports 
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the export demand shifters are factors such as foreign incomes, ocean 
freight rates, and import duties. 
The most important export demand shifter is foreign production. 
Countries which wish to increase per capita meat consumption must 
increase animal numbers. Often countries cannot produce sufficient 
supplies of corn and must turn to imports. Countries which maintain 
a large number of animals have two alternatives when faced with pro~ 
duction shortages. Feed grain must be imported or a great deal of 
the livestock population must be slaughtered. The Soviet Union faces 
this decision periodically. Prior to 1972, the Soviets slaughtered 
livestock in times of feed grain shortages. Since 1972, the Soviets 
have purchased feed grain. The results have been record corn exports 
for the U. S. 
Before 1970, export demand was a very small portion of total 
demand. The level of exports did not have a significant impact on 
corn price. In the last four years the tremendous increase in the 
level of exports has had a significant effect on price. Also, the 
variation in the timing of large export movements has caused more 
variation in corn prices within the marketing year. 
As indicated earlier, the major factor in corn price analysis is 
the relationship of corn supply to market requirements. The recent 
increase in total corn demand has resulted in smaller than normal 
carryouts at the end of the year. Price is very sensitive to year 
ending stocks, or expected year ending stocks, especially if the stocks 
are smaller than normal. 
CHAPTER III 
THE FEED USAGE MODEL 
One of the most important determinants of quarterly cash corn 
price is total corn disappearance during each quarter. This is the 
demand side of the price equation. In order to use disappearance as 
an explanatory variable in a predictive equation for corn price, a 
method of predicting disappearance must be developed. 
Feed usage is the main component of corn disappearance. Between 
1965 and 1975, feed usage averaged 76 percent of total corn disappear-
ance (14). Any estimate of total disappearance must begin with an 
analysis of feed usage. 
The purpose of this chapter is to present variables which have a 
major influence on corn used for feed. A model to predict quarterly 
feed usage is specified and the results interpreted. All variables 
believed to be economically significant a priori were considered. 
Equations were developed and tested using different combinations of 
these variables. The model that proved most acceptable from a theoret-
ical and statistical standpoint was selected. The accuracy of the 
model is demonstrated by comparing predicted feed usage with observed 
feed usage during the period under consideration. 
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The Model 
The level of corn used for feed is determined by the number of 
animals to be fed and the feeding rate per animal. The feeding rate 
23 
is an important short run consideration. Feeding rates can be adjusted 
more rapidly to changing economic conditions than can livestock numbers. 
Livestock feeders tend to feed to some minimum weight the group of 
animals on hand. If the cost-price situation facing the feeder is 
favorable, he may increase the amount of corn fed per animal in order 
to increase slaughter weight. However, if economic conditions call for 
increased livestock output there is a biological constraint. Although 
there may be a lagged response in feeding rates, livestock production 
is expected to be less responsive to changing economic conditions. 
Figures 5 and 6 show quarterly variation in feed usage, feeding rates, 
and animal units .. The animal unit data is published by the U.S.D.A. 
(14). An animal unit is a common denominator for different types of 
animals based on the quantity of grain consumed. One cow equals one 
animal unit. A Semilogarithmic scale is used so that equal distances 
along the vertical axis show equal percentage changes. 
Variables Influencing Number of Animals Fed 
Two categories of livestock which consume a large portion of the 
corn fed were chosen as a proxy for the number of animals being fed. 
The categories wer~ cattle on feed and all hogs and pigs. The two 
groups account for over 50 percent of the corn fed to livestock 
annually (14). Poultry numbers were nQt considered because the varia-
tion in the amount of corn consumed by poultry was judged to be 
insignificant. 
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The 23-state cattle on feed report is issued quarterly (13). The 
figures for cattle on feed at the beginning of October, January, April, 
and July were used as observations for the October-December, January-
March, April-May, and June-September periods, respectively. 
The number of hogs and pigs on farms is reported four times a year 
for 10 and 14 states (18). The 10-state series is the more consistent 
and reliable series and is used in this analysis. Numbers on December 
l, March l, June l, and September l are used as observations for the 
October-December, January-March, April-May, and June-September periods, 
respectively. 
Hogs and pigs proved to be the most significant of the variables 
representing animal numbers. This variable was selected for the final 
model. It seems reasonable to.expect that the number of hogs and pigs 
would prove the more valuable since this category accounts for approxi-
mately 35 percent of the total corn consumed by livestock (14). Also, 
changes in the number of hogs and pigs did not prove to be as highly 
correlated with other variables in the model as did cattle on feed. 
Cattle on feed did not significantly improve the R2 when used in the 
model. 
Variables Influencing Variation~ Feeding Rates 
The variables that are most often associated with corn feeding 
rates include those representing the variable costs of the feeding 
operation. In most feeding operations, corn is the_major feed ingre-
dient with soybean meal used as a protein supplement. In some cases 
grain sorghum is considered a substitute for corn. The prices of 
these inputs were considered to represent the major variable costs. 
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Feeding rates would be expected to vary inversely with the price 
of corn. As corn prices rise, corn feeding would be expected to fall. 
Corn prices used in the analysis were quarterly average cash corn 
prices for number 2 yellow corn at Chicago (17). The statistical 
analysis suggested that there is a lagged response of feeding rates 
to changing corn prices. The full effect of a change in corn prices 
on feeding is not seen until the quarter following the change in corn 
prices. 
Feeding rates would be expected to vary in the same direction as 
soybean meal prices. As soybean meal prices fall, less corn is fed 
relative to soybean meal. Soybean meal prices used were quarterly 
average prices for cash soybean meal at Decatur with 44 percent 
protein (17). 
In some parts of the country grain sorghum is substituted for corn 
in the feed ration. As grain sorghum prices fall relative to corn 
prices, grain sorghum is fed in place of corn. Grain sorghum prices 
used in the analysis were quarterly average prices for number 2 yellow 
grain sorghum at Kansas City (17). 
When corn, soybean meal and grain sorghum were used in the same 
regression equation, problems of multicollinearity developed. Since 
the trend in these feed input prices has been upward, particularly 
since 1971, th~y were correlated with each other. In an attempt to 
deal with the multicollinearity problem, ratios between corn and soy-
bean meal and between corn and grain sorghum prices were calculated. 
The ratios reflect th~ price of corn relative to the price of feed 
inputs that could be substitutes for corn. The ratio of soybean meal 
to corn proved more valuable and was used in the final model. 
Additional variables which influence the level of feed use are 
those reflecting the feeder•s initial investment in the animal to be 
fed. Feeder pig prices and feeder steer prices were used to reflect 
this investment. The quarterly cost of feeder steers, all weights, 
for eight markets, was the feeder steer price series (19). Quarte~ly 
average prices paid for feeder pigs was the feeder pig series (11). 
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The variable which is likely most important in the decision 
process of the livestock feeder is the price of the finished animal. 
The feeding rate and the number of animals are affected. As the price 
per pound of the finished animal increases, the reaction of the feeder 
is first to feed to heavier weights, then to increase the number fed. 
Quarterly average slaughter hog prices at Omaha and quarterly average 
slaughter steer prices at Omaha were used in this analysis (19). 
Multicollinearity problems, similar to those encountered with grain 
prices, were encountered when livestock prices were used. 
The commonly used livestock-corn ratios were used in an attempt 
to deal with multicollinearity problems. The,hog-corn and steer-corn 
ratios are arrived at by dividing the price of the slaughter animal 
by the price of corn. The price of livestock relative to corn gives 
some indication of the profitability of feeding. 
There are certain problems associated with the use of livestock-
corn ratios to represent the relative profitability of a feeding 
operation when there is a great deal of variation in livestock and 
feed prices. Livestock-corn ratios do not account for the magnitudes 
of prices. An estimate of gross profit margins associated with hog 
and cattle feeding should be a better indicator of profitability in 
feeding enterprises. 
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Estimated gross profit margins were calculated for hogs and steers. 
Costs such as transportation, management, shelter, fuel and marketing 
expense were not considered. Only the cost of the feeder animal, the 
cost of feed, and the price of the finished animal were considered. 
In calculating the margins it is assumed that the feeder purchased a 
feeder pig or feeder steer at the current price. The animal is fed a 
constant ration of corn and soybean meal purchased at the beginning 
of the feeding period at current prices. The animal is then sold at a 
given weight at the current price. All prices used were in the same 
time period. Margins might also be calculated using an expected price 
for the finished animal at the time the animal is to come off feed. 
The assumptions, data and methods of calculation used are shown in 
Tables II and III. 
Livestock margins are believed to be more realistic estimates of 
profitabi 1 i ty than 1 i vestock-corn ratios. If the price of the animal 
and the price of corn double, the livestock-corn ratio will be un-
changed. Holding other prices constant, the livestock margin will 
double in this situation. Suppose the price of corn is $1.00 per 
bushel and the price of hogs is $25.00 per cwt. Also, the hog is sold 
at 240 pounds and is fed 800 pounds of corn. If the price of corn and 
hogs doubles the hog-corn ratio will remain at 16.7. The hog profit 
margin will increase from $39.00 to $78.00 
Steer margins proved to be more valuable in the model. This is 
due to some extent to the degree of correlation between hog and steer 
margins. Much of the variation in feed usage that might have been 
explained by hog margins was explained by other variables in the model 
such as the number of hogs and pigs. Hog producers can respond more 
TABLE II 
PROCEDURE FOR ESTIMATING GROSS HOG MARGINS 
Variable 
Receipts 
Expenditures 
Gross Hog Margin 
Method of Calculation 
240 d h h . a poun og x og pr1ce 
15 bushels corn x corn priceb 
.06 tons soybean meal x soybean 
meal priceb 
40 pound feeder pig x feeder pig 
pricec 
Receipts - Expenditures 
aThe price series for 220-240 pound barrows and gilts at Omaha 
taken from U. S. Department of Agriculture, Livestock and Meat 
Situation, Series LMS, 141-210. (Prices taken from selected issues 
of this monthly publication by the Economic Research Service.) 
b#2 yellow corn prices at Chicago and 44%, bulk, soybean meal 
prices at Decatur taken from U. S. Department of Agriculture, Grain 
Market News. (Prices taken from selected issues of. thfs weekly 
publication by the Agricultural Marketing Service.) 
cPrices paid by farmers for feeder pigs taken from U. S. 
Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Prices Annual Summary 1975, 
Series Pr, 1-3 (1976). (Prices taken from this annual publication 
by the Statistical Reporting Service and Crop Reporting Board.) 
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TABLE III 
PROCEDURE FOR ESTIMATING GROSS STEER MARGINS 
Variable Method of Calculation 
Receipts 1100 d t t . a poun s eer x s eer pr1ce 
Expenditures 56 bushels corn x corn priceb 
.12 tons soybean meal x soybean meal 
priceb 
Gross Steer Margin 
500 pound feeder steer x feeder 
steer priceC 
Receipts - Expenditures 
aThe price series for Choice Omaha steers taken from U. S. 
Department of Agriculture, Livestock and Meat Situation, Series LMS, 
141-210. (Prices taken from selected-r5sues of this monthly publica-
tion by the Economic Research Service.) 
b#2 yellow corn prices at Chicago and 44% bulk, soybean meal 
prices at Decatur taken from U. S. Department of Agriculture, Grain 
Market News. (Prices taken from selected issues of this weekly publi-
cation by the Agricultural Marketing Service.) 
cAverage feeder steer prices for eight markets, all weights, taken 
from U. S. Department of Agriculture, Livestock and Meat Situation, 
Series LMS, 141-210. (Prices taken from selecte~ssues of this 
monthly publication by the Economic Research Service.) 
rapidly to economic signals with increased output than can cattle 
producers. It seems likely that profit potential which would have 
been indicated by hog margins is reflected in hog numbers. 
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The size of the corn crop harvested and the carryin October sets 
the maximum level of feeding during the year. The availability of 
corn influences the level of feeding apart from its effect on price. 
The large supply during 1973 resulted in heavy corn feeding despite 
high corn prices during the same period. This is partly the result of 
the expense of storage and the lack of adequate storage in the corn 
belt in years of high supply. The variable, total corn supply on 
October 1 as a percentage of a ten year average~ makes a significant 
contribution to the model. Corn supply Octob~r 1 is reported by the 
U.S.D.A. (14). 
Dummy Variables to Account for Seasonality 
The level of feed usage follows a distinct seasonal pattern 
I 
during the year. If the crop year for corn were divided quarterly 
with three months in each quarter, the pattern would show the highest 
level of feed usage in the October-December quarter. The level of 
feed usage would then decrease through subsequent quarters with the 
lowest level in the July-September quarter. There would be a signifi-
cant difference in the level of feed for each quarter. 
The change in the reporting date for stocks in all positions has 
caused the seasonal pattern of feed usage to change for statistical 
purposes. In this analysis feed usage is observed in the October-
December, January-March, April-May, and June-September periods. The 
period beginning in October remains the period of highest feed usage. 
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The April-May period is the period of lowest usage since it is 
comprised of only two months. The period previously beginning in July 
now begins in June. The addition of June results in a level of usage 
during June-September that is very close to that in January-March on 
the average. 
A set of quarterly intercept dummy variables was used to account 
for the levels of feed usage in each quarter. Only the dummies for 
the October-December and April-May periods proved significant. The 
dummies were retained because no continuous variables were found that 
accounted for the variation in levels of quarterly usage. The October-
December level of feed use is high simply because the corn crop is 
harvested in October and there is more corn available for feeding. 
The April-May period exhibits a low level of feedin~ because it ii the 
shortest period. 
Slope dummies tested were insignificant. Slope dummies were 
tested for each of the continuous variables in the model. The equation 
in its final form specifies intercept changes in the October-December 
and April-May periods with the slope of each of the continuous vari-
ables remaining the same. 
Results of the Model 
The feed usage model is presented in Table IV and Table V. The 
variables in the equation explain 93 percent of the variation in feed 
usage. The standard deviation, 75.8, is 8.1 percent of the mean of 
the dependent variable. The regression is significant at the .0001 
probability level. The first order autoregressive coefficient, -.1166, 
is well within the acceptable range indicating that autocorrelation is 
not a major problem. Some negative correlation does exist. 
Variable 
FEED 
DUMAM 
DUMOND 
STOCKS 
STMARG3 
HOGPIGl 
MCRATI02 
TABLE IV 
VARIABLES IN THE FEED MODEL 
Definition 
Quarterly corn used for feed (million 
bushels). 
Intercept dummy for the April-May period. 
Intercept dummy for the October-December 
period. 
Corn production and carryin as a percent 
of a ten year average (million bushels). 
Quarterly gross profit margins for a 
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cattle feeder buying a 500# feeder steer 
and feeding to 1100#. It is assumed that 
the steer is fed 56 bushels of corn and 
240# of soybean meal. Lagged three periods 
(dollars). 
Quarterly hog and pig numbers. Lagged one 
period (000 head). 
Quarterly average ratio of soybean meal 
prices and corn prices. Lagged two 
periods. 
Explanatory 
Variable 
DUMAM 
DUMOND 
STOCKS 
STMARG3 
HOGPIGl 
MCRAT102 
INTERCEPT 
R2 = . 933 
TABLE V 
REGRESSION ESTIMATES FOR MODEL WITH FEED USAGE 
AS THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE 
Regression 
Coefficient t-statistic 
-408.0534 -12.1668 
222.4814 7.5442 
3.9215 2.3860 
2.0853 3.4704 
0. 0071 1.8795 
0.8222 l. 1344 
22.3845 0.1057 
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Significance 
Level 
. 0001 
. 0001 
.0227 
.0014 
.0700 
.2646 
.9164 
Standard Deviation = 75.81 Durbin-Watson = 2.21 
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The regression coefficients for both dummy variables are 
significant at the .0001 probability level. These variables have the 
largest standardized beta coefficients indicating a substantial impact 
in the equation. The intercept which accounts for the seasonal vari-
ation in the January-March and June-September periods is insignificant 
indicating that the regression line is approximately a line through 
the origin during these periods. The slope of the regression is the 
same in all periods. 
The regression coefficient for the stocks variable is significant 
at the .02 level. The theoretically correct positive sign on the 
coefficient indicates that the level of feed usage increases as a 
larger amount of corn is available at the beginning of the year. 
The steer margins variable has the largest impact on the equation 
of any of the continuous variables. The regression coefficient is 
significant at the .001 level and has the expected positive sign. 
The value for steer margins is lagged three quarters. It was necessary 
to lag this value to account for the lagged response of feeders to 
changing profit potential. 
The coefficient for the variable hogs and pigs is significant 
at the .07 level. The positive sign indicates that the level of feed 
usage increases as the number of hogs and pigs increases. The value 
for hogs and pigs is la~ged one quarter. The lag is due to the timing 
of the reports on hog and pig numbers. The number of hogs and pigs 
which is reported in the last month of each period is used as an 
observation in that period~ The number of hogs in the last part of 
the last month of each period is probably a better indicator of the 
number of hogs in the subsequent period. For example, the number of 
hogs and pigs reported in December is probably a better indication of 
hog numbers in the January-March period than the October-December 
period. 
The meal-corn ratio had the least impact of any variable in the 
model with a coefficient significant at the .30 level. This variable 
was retained since it contributed significantly to the R2 and de-
creased the standard deviation. The theoretically correct sign is 
present indicating that as the price of soybean meal rises relative 
to the price of corn more corn is fed. 
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The actual values for feed usage are plotted with the predicted 
values in Figure 7. The predicted values track reasonably well, par-
ticularly in the more recent years. The dummy variables are responsi-
ble for capturing the seasonal turning points. 
The October-December Feed Model 
The lack of a historical data series prior to 1965 for the April--
May and June-September periods prevented the development of quarterly 
feed usage models. Since there is only one observation per year for 
a quarterly model, only ten observations would have been available for 
April-May and June-September. However, it became necessary to develop 
a separate model for the October-December period for which historical 
data were available. 
Total corn supply or stocks was a key variable in the model 
discussed previously. Because the estimates of production prior to 
October 22 are somewhat imprecise, it is diffi.cult to use the stocks 
variable until October 22. This would make it necessary to wait until 
the end of October before predicting feed usage for the 
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October-December period. For this reason a separate model was developed 
for October-December. 
The variables used in the October-December model are different 
from those in the continuous model. This is partially due to the fact 
that values for some of the variables used in the continuous model 
were not available for the entire time period covered by the October-
December model. 1957-1975 data is analyzed in the October-December 
model. 
The October-December model is presented in Table VI and Table VII. 
The variables in the equation explain 95 percent of the variation in 
October-December feed usage. The standard deviation, 54.2, is 5.01 
percent of the mean of the dependent variable. The regression is sig-
nificant at the .0001 level. The first order autoregressive coefficient 
of .2422 is within the acceptable range but does indicate some positive 
autocorrelation. 
The data reflecting the number of hogs and pigs were not available 
back to 1957. Instead, cattle on feed lagged one period was used. The 
regression coefficient for cattle on feed is significant at the .0001 
level. The standardized beta coefficient indicates that cattle on feed 
had the largest impact of any variable in the model. The positive sign 
indicates that feed usage increases as the number of cattle on feed 
increases. 
The coefficient for hog price is significant at the .06 level. 
The sign of the coefficient indicates that feed usage increases as the 
price of hogs increases. The coefficient for steer margins was not 
significant in the October-December model. It is likely that a portion 
Variable 
FEED 
DINT 
CATFEEDl 
HGPRICEl 
GSRATIOl 
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TABLE VI 
VARIABLES IN THE OCTOBER-DECEMBER FEED MODEL 
Definition 
' Quarterly corn u~ed for feed during the 
October-December quarter (million bushels). 
Intercept dummy when the current estimate 
of production + carryin is greater than 
110 percent of a ten year average~ 
Number of cattle on ~eed. Lagged one 
period (000 head). 
Quarte~ly average slaughter hog price. 
Lagged one period (dollars/cwt.). 
Quarterly average ratio of grain sorghum 
prices and corn prices. Lagged one period. 
Explanatory 
Variable 
DINT 
CATFEEDl 
HGPRICEl 
GSRATIOl 
INTERCEPT 
R2 = .950 
TABLE VII 
REGRESSION ESTIMATES FOR MODEL WITH OCTOBER-
DECEMBER FEED USAGE AS THE 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE 
Regression 
Coefficient t-statistic 
178.4993 3.6104 
0.0493 5.7607 
3.0104 2. 1 ooi 
174.4629 l. 8207 
261.0825 1.6025 
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Significance 
Level 
.0036 
. 0001 
.0575 
.0937 
. 1350 
Standard Deviation - 54.18 Durbin-Watson= 1.48 
of the variation that might have been explained by steer margins is 
explained by cattle on feed. 
The grain sorghum-corn ratio is more significant in the October-
December model than is the meal-corn ratio. Corn and grain sorghum 
are harvested during the same period. If the price of grain sorghum 
is low relative to corn, some grain sorghum can be substituted for 
corn. The regression coefficient is significant at the .09 level. 
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It was mentioned earlier that the most reliable estimate of 
production cannot be obtained until October 22. The intercept dummy, 
Dint, is used in the model if the September 22 estimate of production 
plus carryin is greater than 110 percent of normal. The dummy variable 
is significant at the .004 level. Actual values for October-December 
usage are plotted with the predicted values in Figure 8. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE EXPORT MODEL 
U. S. corn exports are the second major component of total corn 
disappearance. In recent years, exports have become a larger portion 
of total corn disappearance and have exerted a significant impact on 
corn prices. Between 1965 and 1972, exports averaged about nine per-
cent of total disappearance annually. Since 1972, exports have aver-
aged approximately 23 percent of disappearance annually. The unstable 
nature of the export market has contributed to the volatility of corn 
prices since 1972. 
The purpose of this chapter is to present variables which have a 
major influence on corn exports and to develop a model for predicting 
quarterly exports. The method of variable selection used for the feed 
model was used for the export model. All variables thought to be sig-
nificant~ priori were considered. The accuracy of the model is demon~ 
strated by a comparison of observed exports and predicted values 
produced from the model. 
The Dependent Variable 
The export data which was used in this analysis excluded exports 
from the U. S. to the Soviet Union (USSR) .and the Peoples' Republic of 
China (PRC) (19). Since these countries have been importers of U. S. 
44 
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corn during only four of the ten years under observation (1972-1976), 
the relationships developed in the regression were distorted by size 
of the Russian and Chinese purchases. Economic conditions that are 
thought to have prompted the Soviet purchases were present in other 
years in which the Soviet Union did not buy. It seems likely that 
political rather than economic considerations were the determining· 
factor in the Soviet purchases. 
Because of long term trade agreements with the U. S., the Soviets 
can be expected to purchase significant quantities of corn in the 
future. A separate estimate of corn exports to the Soviet Union will 
be made. Annual estimates will be based on export commitment ~eports 
and U.S.D.A. estimates. The timing of purchases within the year will 
be based on historical percentages and port capacity estimates .. The 
Peoples• Republic of China is not expected to be a consistently large 
buyer in the near future. All data used in the model excludes the 
USSR and the PRC. Also, the observation for the January-March period 
in 1969 was excluded from the model. The dock workers• strike on the 
· East and West coasts during the period impeded normal export movements. 
The Model 
The major importers of U. S. corn are the countries of Western 
Europe and Japan. Western European and Japanese imports of U. S. corn 
can be seen in Table VIII. Since 1965, U. S. corn exports to Western 
Europe and Japan have averaged approximately 78 percent of annual corn 
exports from the U. S. (19). For this reason, certain variables 
influencing Western European and Japanese demand for corn were used as 
proxies for world demand. World data were sometimes unobtainable. The 
TABLE VIII 
U. S. CORN EXPORTS BY DESTINATION AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL U.S. CORN EXPORTS, 1965-75a 
Destination 1965-66 1966-67 1967-68 1968-69 1969-70 1970-71 1971-72 1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 
Western Hemisphere 4.3 4.9 7.9 8.3 8.7 5.8 4.3 7.9 10.1 10.2 
Western Europe 74.2 67.8 69.9 62.7 54.6 55.9 54.7 46.1 43.5 54.2 
EEC 59.3 57.7 60.6 58.3 45.4 51.5 47.7 35.5 31.2 37.5 
Other Western Europe 14.9 19. 1 9.3 4.4 9.2 4.3 7.0 10.6 12.2 16.7 
Eastern Europe 2.5 3.3 3.2 4.6 3.4 5.7 5.1 3.8 2.3 5.9 
USSR 
-- -- -- -- -- --
11 . 7 12.8 12.9 4.4 
Asia 15.9 22.3 18.2 23.9 31.9 3. l. 22.1 28.2 29.0 22.2 
Japan 13.8 15.5 15. 7 21.0 28.3 25.6 15.3 19.3 19.9 18.0 
PRC -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 3.1 5.2 0. l 
Africa 2.9 1.7 0.7 0.5 1.3 1.4 2.0 1.0 2.2 2.9 
Western Europe 88.0 83.3 85.6 83.7 82.9 81.5 70.0 65.4 63.4 72.2 
and Ja~ 
aThe percentages were calculated from data taken from U.S. Department of Agriculture, Grain 
Market News (Export data taken from selected issues of this weekly publication by the ~gricultural 
Marketing Service). 
"" 0"1
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data for Western Europe and Japan were found to be current obtainable 
and consistent. 
The majority of variables examined and chosen to represent demand 
for U. S. corn exports fit the traditional image of demand shifters 
rather than variables which determine the nature of that demand. This 
is due to the number of institutional barriers to trade that have 
existed during the ten-year period between 1965 and 1976. These 
barriers make foreign demand less responsive to price changes than to 
changes in production and dom~stic demand in the importing countries. 
Two important barriers are the European Economic Community (EEC) vari-
able levy system and the Japanese ~uota system. 
The EEC sets a target price for grain below which imports cannot 
enter the Community. The import price is increased by the amount of 
the levy. The objective of the levy is to encourage production within 
the Community. The effect of the levy is to reduce the importance of 
competitive pricing among exporters selling to the EEC. 
Variables Influencing the Level of 
World Corn Exports 
Per capita world corn production is an important determinant of 
export demand for corn. As world production falls below the level 
necessary to maintain desired consumption, demand for imported corn 
increases. Production in the Western Hemisphere (excluding the U. S.), 
Western Europe, and Asia was used as an estimate of world production 
(12). Production in each of the three regions was divided by popula-
tion to obtain per capita production. The level of production relative 
to potential consumption was consider~d more important than the 
absolute level of production. Per capita world corn production was 
chosen for the final model. 
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A large part of the corn imported by foreign countries is fed to 
livestock. It was thought that animal units might be a better deflator 
of production than population since changes in population are not 
expected to correspond to changes in animal numbers in the short run. 
An accurate series of world animal numbers was not found. Instead, 
Western European animals units were used to deflate Western European 
production (7). Western European production per animal unit was found 
to be very highly correlated with world production per capita and was 
not significant in the model. However, when EEC animal units were used 
alone, the model improved significantly (7). The addition of Japanese 
animal numbers did not help the model. 
An additional production variable was tested in an attempt to 
account for the high degree of substitution between corn and other feed 
grains. This variable was world coarse grain production (15). Coarse 
grains include corn, barley, oats, grain sorghum, and rye. If poor 
corn production coincided with adequate production of other feed 
grains, other feed grains mig~t be substituted for corn. Corn demand 
would not increase significantly in this case. However, coarse grain 
production did not improve the model. Because corn production is such 
a large portion of coarse grain production, coarse grain production was 
found to be highly correlated with corn production. 
As a country achieves a certain amount of etonomic growth and 
affluence, there is a tendency for the portion of meat in the diet to 
increase. An index of Western European gross national product (GNP) 
was used to reflect the standard of living in Western Europe (9). 
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This variable should indicate the potential for a high meat demand and 
the ability to import large quantities of corn. The index of Western 
Europe GNP proved to be insignificant in the model as the variable was 
highly correlated with world production and EEC animal units. 
Variables Influencing the Level of 
U. ~- Corn Exports 
As previously mentioned, total demand for U. S. exports was 
thought to be highly price inelastic. However, the import price of 
U. S. corn was tested. Quarterly average Chicago cash corn price was 
used to estimate the U. S. export price (19); The ocean freight rate 
from the U. S. gulf to the Amsterdam-Rotterdam-Antwerp range of 
Western Europe was added to the export price to reflect the import 
price for Western Europe (16). This price was lagged qne and two 
periods to account for the lag between corn purchases and the arrival 
of the corn in Europe. The price variable was insignificant and had a 
sign considered to be incorrect on theoretical grounds. 
Another variable which was thought to influence the demand for 
U. S. exports was coarse grain supplies of competing exporters (15). 
The major net exporters of coarse grains other than the U. S. are 
Argentina, Brazil, South Africa .• Thailand, and France. These countries 
are not net exporters every year, but during the years of excess supply 
these countries can fill a larger portion of world feed grain needs. 
In some cases, grain from these countries is preferred because it is 
better quality than that from the U. S. Coarse grain supplies of U. S. 
competito~s did not improve the model as multicollinearity problems 
were encountered again. 
Since the drastic increases in U. S. exports coincided very 
closely with the devaluations of the dollar in 1971 and 1973, many 
have speculated that changing rates have a significant impact on 
exports. As U. S. dollar depreciates relative to the currencies of 
other exporters, U. S. grain becomes cheaper even though prices do 
not change. 
To determine the impact of changing exchange rates, a weighted 
composite exchange rate index was calculated for the currencies of 
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the major corn importers (9). The index measures the value of foreign 
currencies vis-a-vis the dollar. The index for each country was 
weighted on the basis of the average amount of corn purchased from 
the U. S. over a six year period. The variable was lagged two periods. 
The index did improve the model, but it proved to be the l~ast signifi-
cant of the variables chosen for the final model. 
Dummy Variables to Account for Seasonality 
Unlike the demand for feed corn which follows a·seasonal pattern, 
export demand does not follow a distinct seasonal pattern when the 
time periods observed are three month periods. The time periods used 
in this analysis do result in a seasonal pattern from a statistical 
standpoint. The lowest level of exports are observed in the April-May 
period which contains only two months. The highest level of exports 
are observed in the June-September period which contains four months. 
Intercept dummies were used for these periods. An additional dummy 
was inserted to separate the period prior to 1972 from the period 
after 1972. This dummy was employed to reflect the increased corn 
production in the U. S. beginning in 1971-72. 
Results of the Model 
The export equation is presented in Table IX and Table X. The 
variables in the equation explain 88 percent of the variation in torn 
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exports. The standard deviation, 32.~ is 16.8 percent of the mean of 
the dependent.variable. The regression is significant at the .0001 
level. The first order autoregressive coefficient, -.4397, indicates 
that some negative autocorrelation exists but is within the acceptable 
range. 
The regression coefficients for the dummy variables in the April-
May and June-September periods are significant at the .0001 and .005 
levels respectively. The intercept which accounts for the level of 
exports during the October-March period is significant only at the 
.573 level. This indicates that between 1965 and 1972 the origin for 
the October-March period is not significantly different from zero. 
The dummy variable DINT is significant at the .073 level indicating 
a significant positive shift in the intercept after 1972. 
The coefficient for the variable world corn production per capita 
is significant at the .005 level. The negative sign indicates that 
as world corn production per capita falls, U. S. exports of corn 
increase. This variable is the most significant of the continuous 
variables. 
The variable, EEC animals units, has the largest impact on the 
model of any of the continuous variables as indicated by the large 
standardized beta coefficient. This variable is significant at the 
.027 level. The positive sign indicates that as the· number of animal 
units in the European Economic Community increases, U. S. corn exports. 
increase. 
DINT 
DUM AM 
DUMJJA~ 
U~NP~OD 
&f~AU~ 
TABLE IX 
VARIABLES IN THE EXPORT MODEL 
Definition 
Quarter1y U. S. corn exports excluding those to the 
USSR AND PRC (m1111on bushels). 
Intercept dummy for the 1972 to date. 
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Sea§ona1 intercept dummy for the April-May period. 
Sea§ona1 intercept dummy for the June-September period. 
World corn production per capita (bushels per person). 
EEC animal unit§ at the beginning of the year (million 
unHi). 
W@1ght@d compo§1te index of u. s. currency values 
r@1at1V@ to the currencies of the mejor corn importers. 
Explanatory 
Variable 
DINT 
DUMAM 
DUMJJAS 
WCNPROD 
EECAUS 
EXCHRTE2 
INTERCEPT 
R2 ::: .883 
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TABLE X 
REGRESSION ESTIMATES FOR MODEL WITH EXPORTS 
AS THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE 
Regression . Significance 
Coefficient t-statistic Level 
56.6931 1 . 8564 .0729 
-77.3682 -5.9666 . 0001 
39.4464 3.0320 .0049 
-75.3934 -3.0590 .0046 
8.1645 2.3205 .0271 
216.9144 1. 6888 . 1013 
-79.0131 -0.5728 .5709 
Standard Deviation = 32.35 Durbin-Watson = 2.81 
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The variable found to be least significant was the exchange rate 
index. This variable is significant at the. 101 level. This variable 
remains in the model because it adds significantly to the R2 and 
decreases the standard deviation. The theoretically correct sign is 
also present indicating that as the value of foreign currencies in-
crease relative to the dollar, U. S. corn exports increase. The 
actual values for exports are plotted against the predicted values in 
Figure 9. 
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CHAPTER V 
THE PRICE MODEL 
The purpose of this chapter is to examine variables influencing 
corn price and to specify a model that can be used to predict the 
quarterly average price of #2 yellow cash corn at Chicago (19). In 
developing the model, emphasis was placed on prediction. There was no 
attempt to develop statistically valid elasticities or detailed supply-
demand relationships. 
The same method of variable selection mentioned in Chapters III 
and IV was used in developing the price model. The model is specified 
and tested by comparing actual and predicted prices when (1) observed 
values of the explanatory variables are used, and (2) when predicted 
values of the explanatory variables are used. The latter comparison 
is the best indicator of the usefulness of the model since forecasts 
must be made using predicted values for the explanatory variables. 
The Model 
The relationship between corn price and the determinants of corn 
price is such that four quarterly models would be preferred to a 
continuous model as a method of prediction. There is more seasonal 
variation in the explanatory variables than in the dependent variable. 
The rate of disappearance, or the level of stocks, exhibits a very 
distinct seasonal pattern. The rate ~f disappearance and the level of 
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stocks decrease significantly during the marketing year. The pattern 
of corn price movement during the year is not so pronounced. Quarterly 
models would allow for the regression of price for a particular quarter 
on explanatory variables for the same quarter. This would eliminate 
the problem of seasonality. However, the data structure precluded the 
use of quarterly models. 
Two methods were used to deal with seasonality in the explanatory 
variables. By the first method, the value of the explanatory variable 
was calculated as a percentage of "normal" for each quarter. "Normal" 
was defined as a ten-year average for each quarter. The second method 
involved the calculation of a four quarter moving average for the value 
of the explanatory variable. Both methods proved satisfactory as a 
means of removing seasonality. 
Values Indicating the Rate of Disappearance 
Since feed usage and exports comprise the only significant portion 
of disappearance, these variables were first used separately in the 
model to indicate the rate .of disappearance. A four-quarter moving 
average of feed usage was used to adjust for seasonality. Exports 
were not adjusted. 
When exports and feed usage were used separately in the model, 
exports exerted too great an impact on the equation even though 
exports are small in comparison to feed usage. When exports were 
specified as a separate variable, the potential impact on the model 
was as great for exports as for feed usage. The high correlation 
between exports and price over the last half of the data set gave 
exports a significant regression coefficient. Variation i~ export 
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values in the first half of the data set resulted in significant 
variation in predicted price. The influence exerted by exports in the 
model was not proportional to the actual influence of exports on price. 
Since feed usage was less variable, feed usage exerted less impact on 
the model than exports. 
In order to obtain a more realistic estimate of disappearance, 
exports, feed, seed, food, and industrial usage were combined to arrive 
at total disappearance (14). Disappearance as a percentage of 11 normal 11 
was calculated for each quarter and tested. A moving average of dis-
appearance was also tried. 
The four-quarter moving average of disappearance proved to be more 
valuable in the final model. The moving average of disappearance was 
lagged one period. This lag was to reflect the delay in the publica-
tion of the figure for disappearance each period. For example, actual 
disappearance during the October-December period is not known until the 
second week in January. The information actually affects the market in 
the January-March period. 
Variables Indicating the Level of Supply 
Stocks in all positions were used to represent supply in each 
period. The stocks in all positions publication of the U.S.D.A. re-
ports total supply at the beginning of each period (20). This figure 
includes government and privately held stocks. In recent years, 
government held stocks have been of little consequence. Stocks proved 
to be an important variable when used with disappearance in the model. 
The model containing these two continuous variables explained approxi-
mately 94 percent of the variation in corn price. There were, however, 
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several periods within the data range in which the variation in price 
was not being adequately explained. 
Expectations 
The unexplained variation in price indicates that current stocks 
and disappearance do not determine price with precision. A portion of 
the unexplained variation in prices was thought to be due to the effect 
of expectations. Since market decisions are based on information avail-
able to buyers and sellers, it was necessary to incorporate into the 
model a variable which provided the information on which market expecta-
tions are based. One major source of information is the U.S.D.A 
outlook series. 
The variable selected to account for expectations was the U.S.D.A. 
estimate of corn carryout at the end of the marketing year (14). This 
estimate is the anticipated net supply-demand balance for the year. 
The U.S.D.A. publishes this figure monthly and then quarterly in its 
outlook series. Estimated carryout proved to be very valuable in help-
ing to explain the variation in corn price. The simple correlation 
between estimated carryout and price was -.83. 
Dummy Variable 
Corn price seems to be very sensitive to the expected carryout 
level, especially when the price level is above $2.00 per bushel. In 
order to allow the slope of the regression with respect to estimated 
carryout to change, intercept and slope dummies were inserted in the 
model. An intercept dummy, DINT, was specified when corn price was 
greater than $2.00. An interaction dummy allowed the slope to change 
at this point. Figure 10 is a plot of price against estimated 
carryout. The slope dummy for disappearance was not significant. 
Results of the Model 
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The price model is presented in Tables XI and XII. The variables 
in the model explain 97 percent of the variation in corn price .. The 
standard deviation, 12.6, is 7.2 percent of the mean of the dependent 
variable. The regression is significant at the .001 level. The first 
order autoregressive coefficient, -.2348, is well within the acceptable 
range. A very slight degree of autocorrelation does exist. 
The regression coefficient for the disappearance variable is 
significant at the .0001 level. The theoretically correct sign is 
present. This positive sign indicates that corn price increases as the 
level of disappearance increases. Disappearance has slightly larger 
standardized beta coefficient than estimated carryout. The value tor 
disappearance is lagged one quarter. 
The regression coefficient for estimated carryout is significant 
at the .0002 level. The negative sign on the coefficient indicates 
that as the expected carryout decreases, prise increases. The increase 
in the responsiveness of price to changes in expected carryout since 
1972 is evident in the model. The negative sign on the slope dummy 
indicates the higher responsiveness of price. After 1972, the change 
in price is twice as large for the same change in estimated carryout. 
There is also a significant positive shift in the intercept after 
1972. The standardized beta coefficient indicates that the intercept 
dummy has more impact on the model than any other variable. The inter-
cept dummy is significant at the .0001 level. The intercept for the 
Estimated 
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TABLE XI 
VARIABLES IN THE PRICE MODEL 
Definition 
Quarterly average cash corn price, #2 yellow 
Chicago, {cents/bushels). 
Quarterly corn disappearance, moving average. 
Lagged one period. (million bushels). 
U.S.D.A. estimate of carryout, September 30. 
(million bushels). 
Intercept dummy, if price is greater than 
two do 11 ars. 
Slope dummy, DINT x ESTCO. 
Explanatory 
Variable 
DISAPl 
ESTCO 
DINT 
ESLOPE 
INTERCEPT 
R2 = .974 
TABLE XII 
REGRESSION ESTIMATES FOR MODEL WITH CORN 
PRICE AS THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE 
Regression 
Coefficient t-statistic 
0.1014. 4.8315 
-0.4469 -4.1495 
168.5534 9.6726 
-0.1226 -4.2570 
59.4863 2.1592 
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Significance 
Level 
. 0001 
.0002 
.0001 
.0002 
.0376 
Standard Deviation = 12.57 Durbin-Watson = 2.38 
period prior to 1972 is also positive and significant at the .038 
level. 
The accuracy of the specified model is indicated by Figure 11. 
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Actual corn prices are plotted with the predicted prices. The predicted 
values track well over the entire data range with the exception of the 
1973-74 marketing year. In the October-December and April-May periods, 
the predicted price moves in the opposite direction from the actual 
price. This is probably a result of failure to adequately account for 
the effect of the crop harvested in October of 1973 and the predicted 
size of the new crop (1974-75). As previously mentioned, stocks in 
all positions was not significant in the model because much of the 
variation in price that might have been explained by price was 
explained by estimated carryout. 
In October of 1973 the second largest crop in history was 
harvested. This resulted in depressed prices during the October-
December period. During the April-May period an even larger harvest 
was predicted by U.S.D.A. for October of 1974. A sharp price decrease 
resulted. In the following crop report, the U.S.D.A. reduced the esti-
mate of the October 1974 harvest significantly. A sharp increase in 
prices followed. This change in estimated production was not reflected 
in the prediction of the model. 
In order to account for the impact of production and estimated 
production on price, U.S.D.A. production forecasts would have to be 
used in the mode 1. However, s i.nce it is the difference in productj ol'l 
estimates that is important and since these estimates can change each 
period, estimates of production would be of l.ittle value in a six 
month predictive model. Also, drastic changes in production estimates, 
such as those in 1974, are not common. 
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Perforinance of the Mode 1 
The presentation of the model and the plot of the actual and 
predicted values gives an indication of the 11 goodness of fit 11 of the 
regression. However, since the objective is to predict price six 
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months into the future, the usefulness of the model can only be 
established by its predictive performance when the predicted explana-
tory variables are used in the model. Only in the six month predictive 
model will the values of the explanatory variables have to be predicted . 
.. 
The model will be tested by using the predicted values of the explana-
tory variables to predict corn price three and six months into the 
future during the period 1967-1976. These predicted prices can then 
be compared with actual corn prices. 
The variable DISAPl is arrived at by adding feed usage, exports, 
and seed, food, and industrial usage. A four-quarter moving average is 
then calculated for this total and the average is lagged one period. 
The values for feed usage and exports are generated by the models pre-
sented in Chapters III and IV. The value for seed, food, and industri~ 
usage for a particular quarter is the value for the corresponding 
quarter during the previous year. For instance, the value for seed, 
food, and industrial usage in the prediction for April-May 1976 is the 
value for April-May 1975. This category of disappearance is very small 
and quite stable so that errors resulting from this method of estima-
tion should be inconsequential. 
The error resulting from the use of predicted feed usage and 
exports to develop a variable to be used in another predictive equation 
is not as large as might be expected. The errors resulting from the 
prediction of feed usage and exports are reduced when DISAP is 
-----
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calculated. When feed usage and exports are added the errors from each 
estimate are offset in some cases. Also, the moving average smoothes 
the predicted values and greatly reduces error. The deviation of the 
predicted values of DISAP from the actual values can be seen in 
Table XIII and Figure 12. 
Three-Month Predictive Model 
It is not necessary to use a predicted value for disappearance or 
estimated carryout in order to predict three months into the future. 
Since DISAPl is lagged one period, the last observed value can be used 
in the three-month prediction. The value for estimated carryout is 
that published at the beginning of the period being predicted. The 
actual and predicted values for the three-month predictive model will 
be the same as in Figure 11. 
Six-Month Predictive Model 
In the six-month predictive model, the value for DISAPl is 
predicted as shown in Table XIII. The value of ESTCO is lagged. The 
actual and predicted values for the six-month predictive model can be 
seen in Figure 13. 
Quarter 
and 
Year Feed 
J-M 1967 900 
A-M 1967 417 
J-S 1967 856 
0-D 1967 1035 
J-M 1968 908 
A-M 1968 514 
J-S 1968 985 
0-D 1968 1062 
J-M 1969 982 
A-M 1969 545 
J-S 1969 987 
0-D 1969 1194 
J-M 1970 1018 
A-M 1970 586 
J-S 1970 1004 
0-D 1970 1119 
J-M 1971 979 
A-M 1971 525 
J-S 1971 908 
TABLE XII I 
CALCULATION OF ESTIMATED DISAP AND DEVIATION FROM ACTUAL VALUES 
Estimated DISAP Actual DISAP 
Disap- (4 qtr. (4 qtr. 
Exports Other pea ranee moving avg.) moving avg.) 
140 86 1126 1064 1078 
67 67 551 1046 1050 
188 120 1164 1040 1046 
151 85 1271 1028 1062 
153 91 1152 1034 1088 
74 68 656 1061 1103 
193 120 1298 1094 1129 
156 87 1305 1103 1125 
71 90 1143 1100 1158 
90 68 703 1112 1142 
213 117 1317 1117 1125 
154 86 1434 1149 1143 
161 90 1269 1181 1179 
91 66 743 1191 1206 
213 117 1334 1195 1200 
140 87 1346 1173 1191 
140 91 1210 1158 1159 
62 68 655 1136 1131 
179 119 1206 1104 1122 
% Error 
1.3 
0.4 
2.5 
3.3 
5.2 
4.0 
3.2 
2.0 
5.3 
2.7 
0.7 
0.5 
0.2 
1.2 
0.4 
1-. 5 
0.1 
0.4 
1.6 
m (X) 
Quarter 
and 
Year Feed Exports Other 
0-D 1971 1329 138 91 
J-M 1972 1056 153 94 
A-M 1972 640 87 71 
J-S 1972 1107 269 129 
0-D 1972 1514 266 93 
J-M 1973 1124 274 97 
A-M 1973 713 206 73 
J-S 1973 1115 357 217 
0-0 1973 1483 293 100 
J-M 1974 1141 290 107 
A-M 1974 603 184 81 
J-S 1974 932 303 141 
0-D 1974 1168 280 106 
J-M 1975 887 279 112 
A-M 1975 463 220 84 
J-S 1975 794 - 354 146 
0-D 1975 1112 319 106 
TABLE XIII (Continued) 
Estimated DISAP 
Disap- (4 qtr. 
pea ranee moving avg.) 
1558 1157 
1303 1180 
798 1216 
1505 1291 
1873 1370 
1495 1418 
992 1466 
1599 1490 
1876 1490 
1538 150l 
868 1470 
1376 1414 
1554 1334 
1278 1269 
767 1244 
1294 1223 
1537 1219 
Actual DISAP 
(4 qtr. 
moving avg.) 
1177 
1201 
1260 
1295 
1360 
1404 
1452 
1498 
1501 
1531 
1535 
1468 
1378 
1326 
1237 
1228 
1271 
% Error 
1.7 
1.8 
. 3. 6 
0.3 
0.7 
1.0 
1.0 
0.5 
0.7 
2.0 
4.4 
3.8 
3.3 
4.5 
0.6 
0.4 
4.3 
0'1 
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CHAPTER VI 
HEDGING STRATEGIES FOR CORN 
The adverse effect of fluctuating feed grain p"f'ices on the 
livestock feeding enterprise has been discussed at length. Adverse 
feed grain price fluctuations can destroy profit margins very quickly. 
In the face of more volatile feed grain prices in recent years, live-
stock feeders have come to regard risk reduction as an objective in 
addition to the objective of increased profit or reduced cost. Reducing 
risk involves reducing profit or cost variability and can be especially 
important if cash flow ,is a problem. The level of variability the live-
stock feeder is willing to accept depends on the level of profit or cost 
with which the variability coincides. 
Under certain conditions, hedging provides an effective means of 
reducing the cost of purchasing and holding feed grain inventories. In 
some cases hedging is also effective in reducing risk. For the purpose 
of this analysis, hedging is defined as the taking of opposite positions 
in the cash and futures market. Hedging becomes an even more effective 
means of reducing cost when decisions are made on the basis of reason-
able expectations of the future. 
The purpose of this chapter is to present and to evaluate various 
hedging strategies which might be incorporateq into a livestock feeder's 
decision model. The strategies relate only to the cbst of feed. Since 
corn is the major feed input used by the majority of feeders, subsequent 
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strategies will apply only to the cost of feeding corn. However, the 
conclusions resulting from the analysis of hedging strategies for corn 
should offer significant implications for decisions regarding other 
feed grains. 
The strategies by design were not overly complicated so that 
direct application by the cattle feeder may be possible. Strategies 
of a speculative nature were not considered. The strategies are based 
on a feedlot operation in the 10-20 thousand head range in the Oklahoma 
or Texas Panhandl'es. · The cost structure 'of a smaller or very large 
operation may be different but the strategies would be applicable 
regardless of the absolute level of cost. 
Method of Analysis 
Observations on cost were for individual cattle feeding periods 
between September 1972 and June 1976. A feeding period was specified 
as 20 weeks. To insure that the analysis of typical cost would be 
applicable to both small and large operations, the cost of feeding corn 
was analyzed under two different buying situations. 
In some cases feeders buy all corn needed for an entire feeding 
period at the beginning of the feeding period and pay storage costs. 
This situation was approximated by calculating the cost of the corn at 
the beginning of each feeding period and cumulating estimated storage 
cost through the period. Storage cost was estimated at 2 cents per 
bushel per month. The corn price used was the average price for #2 
yellow cash corn at Chicago during the week in which the feeding period 
began ( 17). 
Since some feeders prefer to 'buy corn as it is needed, cost was 
also calculated on the basis of 20 weekly purchases. It was assumed 
that five percent of the corn needed during the perind was purchased 
each week. Weekly average cash prices for #2 yellow corn at Chicago 
were used ( 17). 
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The cost of hedging was also considered in the analysis. The 
initial margin for trading one corn contract was assumed to be $1500. 
A nine percent interest rate was applied to the $1500 for the length 
of the feeding period as an estimate of opportunity cost or interest 
on a loan if the $1500 was borrowed. Assuming that a steer consumed 
56 bushels of corn during the feeding period, the initial margin per 
steer was $.52. 
Margin calls were also considered in the calculation of profit 
or loss resulting from the hedging activities. Margin calls are 
requests for additional money to protect against the risk of an adverse 
price move in the interim between the establishment of a hedge position 
and its liquidation. In this analysis, margin deposits were assessed 
if the price of the futures contract moved against the original posi-
tion by more than $.10. · After price moved against the original posi-
tion by $.10, $50 deposits were made for each subsequent $.01 move. 
The futures contract used in each strategy was the contract for t~e 
month during or just after the month closest to the time the cattle 
were to come off feed. 
Total cost was calculated as the difference between the cost of 
the corn plus hedging cost and the profit from the hedge. The method 
of calculation of cost is presented in Table XIV and Equations 1, 2, 
3 and 4. 
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TABLE XIV 
MARGIN REQUIREMENTS FOR ONE CORN FUTURES CONTRACT 
Item 
Initial margin 
Interest 
Feeding period 
Feed per steer 
Contract size 
Conversion factor 
Initial margin cost per steer: 
Definition or Calculating Procedure 
$1500 
9% 
140 days 
56 bushels 
5000 bushels 
56/5000 = . 0112 
($1500 X .09 X 140/360) X .0112 
= $.52 
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(1) If PP- CFP > $.10 then 
MARGINt = [(PP- $.10)- CFP] X 5000 X .09 
(2) If CFP- PP > $.10 then 
MARGINt = [PP - (CFP - $. 10)] X 5000 
20 140 
(3) Net Cost = E (CCPt · 250) - [(SP - PP) 5000] + E MARGINt 
t=l t=l 
(4) Net Cost Per Steer= Net Cost X .0112 
where: 
PP = price at which the futures contract was purchased 
CFP = current price of the futures contract 
CCP = current cash price 
SP = price at which the futures contract wa$ sold. 
Performance Criteria 
Two criteria can be used as the basis for comparison of the 
performance of the strategies. The first criterion is the mean cost 
of the corn purcahsed under each strategy. Since an objective of any 
feeding enterprise is to reduce cost, the feeder should be interested 
in incurring the lowest possible cost with respect to his corn pur-
chases. The second criterion is the variability in cost for the alter-
native strategies. The feeder is interested in the lowest possible 
variation at a given level of cost since by reducing the variation in 
cost the feeder reduces risk. However, the level of variation in cost 
that feeders are willing to accept depends on the level of cost or the 
range within which cost varies. Feeders are likely to be willing to 
accept a higher level of variation in cost if they are able to gain a 
significant reduction in mean cost. 
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On the basis of these criteria, the most successful strategy 
reduces both average cost and the variation in cost. To facilitate 
comparison, mean cost and the standard deviation of cost during the 
period analyzed were calculated for a situation in which corn purchases 
were completely unhedged. Any strategy is preferred to the unhedged 
situation if it accomplishes the following: 
(1) decreases the mean cost of purchasing corn without adversely 
affecting the standard deviation; or 
(2) decreases the standard deviation without significantly in-
creasing the mean cost of purchasing corn; or 
(3) decreases the mean cost of purchasing corn and decreases 
the standard deviation. 
The Strategies 
Strategy l: Unhedged Operation 
The cost of unhedged purchasing of corn was estimated as a 
standard against which alternative hedging strategies might be com-
pared. The cost of purchasing corn for an unhedged operation was cal-
culated under two different buying situations as mentioned earlier. 
The first buying situation approximated the cost to the feeder who 
bought corn on an "as needed" basis. The second buying situation 
assumed the feeder purchased all corn for the entire feeding period at 
the beginning of the period. The results of the unhedged strategy 
with respect to mean cost and standard deviation were as follows: 
Weekly purchases: Mean= $159.10, 
Standard Deviation = $32.24. 
One purchase: Mean = $160.33, 
Standard Deviation = $39.07. 
Strategy Jl: Hedge and Hold 
When the feeder buys corn over time, he faces the risk of rising 
I prices between purchases. One possible method of shifting this risk 
,. 
is by the purchase of corn in the futures market when corn is pur-
chased in the cash market. Under this strategy a one week supply of 
cash corn was purchased in_week tat the same time cattle were put on 
feed. The simultaneous purchase of the amount of corn needed for the 
remaining 19 weeks of the feeding period was executed in the futures 
market. This long position was held throughout the feeding period. 
The hedge was lifted by the sale of corn in the futures market in 
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week t + 19, the time when the cattle came off feed. The results were 
as follows: 
Mean = $150.60, 
Standard Deviation = $49.88. 
Strategy Ill= Hedge When 5-Day Moving 
Average ~ 10-Day Moving Average 
Though both Strategy II and Strategy III involve long hedges, the 
basis for placing the hedge is different for the two strategies. With 
Strategy II the long hedge is automatic and is placed whenever cash corn 
" is purchased. 1 Strategy III is based on a 5 and 10-day moving average 
of the closing prices of the futures contract that is being purchased. 
The two decision rules for hedging on the basi's of the 5 and 10-day 
moving averages are: 
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(1) If the 5-day moving average crosses the 10-day moving average 
from below in time period t, place the long hedge immediately 
and hold it throughout the feeding period. 
(2) If the 5-day moving average is below the 10-day moving average 
in period t, wait until the 5-day moving average crosses the 
10-day moving average from below before placing the hedge~ 
When the hedge is placed, hold this position throughout the 
remainder of the feeding period. 
The 10-day moving average smoothes daily changes in price 
indicating the underlying trend in prices. The 10-day average of price 
lags behind current price. The 5-day moving average is more sensitive 
to changing prices and does not lag behind current price as much as the 
10-day moving average. Therefore, the 5-day moving average leads the 
10-day moving average and signals a new trend in the direction of 
price. 
In order for the moving average strategy to be successful, price 
must exhibit a significant movement in one direction before movement 
in another direction occurs. If prices exhibit no significant, sus-
tained movement in any direction, the moving average method may give 
false signals. The mean and standard deviation for this strategy were 
as follows: 
Mean = $150.38, 
Standard Deviation = $49.99. 
Strategy II: Hedge When 5-Day Moving Average ~ 
10-Day Moving Average; Remove Hedge When 5-Day 
Moving Average 2 10-Day Moving Average 
Strategy IV differs from Strategy III in that the hedge, when placed, 
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is not automatically held through the remainder of the feeding period. 
The first decision rule under Strategy IV is the same as under Strategy 
III. However, under Strategy IV, when the 5-day moving average crosses 
the 10-day moving average from above, the long hedge was lifted by 
selling the equivalent of the purchase in the futures market. This 
process of trading in and out of the futures market on the basis of the 
5 and 10-day moving averages was continued during each feeding period. 
The mean and standard deviation resulting from this strategy were as 
fallows: 
Mean= $149.72, 
Standard Deviation= $41.09. 
Strategy 'j_: Hedge ..:!.f. Projected Cash 
1 
Prices > Futures Price 
The hedging strategies discussed thur far have not been based on 
expectations of cash corn prices when the cattle are to be sold. 
Strategy V incorporates the outlook price projected by the corn price 
model discussed in Chapter V. Under this strategy, the long hedge was 
placed and held if the cash corn price projection for the period near-
est the time that the cattle were to be sold was greater than the 
price of the futures option nearest the time that the cattle were to 
be sold. If the projection is an accurate indicator of what the cash 
price will be when the cattle are sold, then the price of the futures 
option purchased should rise to the approximate level of the cash 
price before the option expires. In such a case there will be a 
profit on the long hedge. 
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To allow for some margin of error in the cash price projection, 
the futures option was purchased only if the futures option price was 
below the lower limit of a confidence band around the cash price projec-
tion. The confidence band was specified as the projected price plus 
or minus the standard deviation of the price model. The mean and 
standard deviation resulting from this strategy were: 
Mean = $143.44, 
Standard Deviation = $40.47. 
Strategy YL: Hedge if Projected Cash ~ Futures 
Price and 5-Day Moving Average~ 10-Day Moving 
Average 
Strategy VI combines Strategy IV and Strategy V. The long hedge 
was placed and held through the feeding period if the projected cash 
price was greater than the price of the futures option at the time the 
cattle were to be sold and if the 5-day moving average of price was 
above the 10-day moving average. If the projected cash price was 
greater than the futures price and the 5-day moving average was below 
the 10-day moving average, then the hedge was not placed until the 
5-day crossed the 10-day moving average from below. After the hedge 
was placed, it was held throughqut the feeding period. The same confi-
dence band mentioned in Strategy VI was used in Strategy VII. The mean 
and standard deivation resulting frpm Strategy VII were: 
Mean = $143.50, 
Standard Deviation = $40.44. 
Strategy VII: Hedge if Projected Cash Price~ 
Futures Price and 5-Day Moving Average ~ 1 0-Day 
Moving Average; Remove Hedge When 5-Day Moving 
Average ~ 10-Day Moving Average 
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Strategy VII combines Strategy IV and Strategy V. The long hedge 
was placed if the projected cash price was greater than the price of 
the futures option of the time the cattle were to be placed and if the 
5-day moving average was above the 10-day moving average. If the 
projected cash price was above the futures price but the 5-day moving 
average was below the 10-day moving, the hedge was lifted. The hedge 
was placed "again when the 5-day moving average crossed the 10-day 
moving average from below. The mean and standard deviation resulting 
I 
from this strategy were as follows: 
Mean= $147.64, 
Standard Deviation = $38.23. 
Results 
The performance of the strategies with respect to mean cost and 
variance are surmJarized in Tables XV and XVI. In Table XV, strategies 
are compared to the unhedged operation in which corn is purchased 
weekly. In Table XVI, strategies are compared to the unhedged opera-
tion in which corn is purchased only once during a feeding period. 
For each strategy, the change in the mean cost and the change in the 
standard deviation from the unhedged operation can be seen. High and 
low costs for each strategy are also presented. 
When compared with weekly purchases, the strategies which involve 
cash price projections (V, VI, VII) result in the largest decreases in 
STRATEGY MEAN 
I 159. lO 
II 150. 6-o. 
.. 
III 150.39 
IV 149.72 
v 143.44 
VI 143.50 
VII 147.64 
TABLE XV 
COST COMPARISON OF HEDGING STRATEGIES AND 
WEEKLY CORN PURCHASES (UNHEDGED) 
CHANGE COMPARED STANDARD CHANGE COMPARED 
TO STRATEGY I DEVIATION TO STRATEGY I 
($ per head) 
32.24 
-8.50 49.88 +17.64 
-8.71 49.99 +17.75 
-9.83 41.09 +8.85 
-15.66 40.47 +8.34 
-15.60 40.44 +8.20 
-11.46 38.23 +5.99 
RANGE OF COSTS 
LOW HIGH 
86.05 211.98 
33.84 262.98 
33.84 263.74 
50.84 239.60 
33.84 211.98 
33.84 211.98 
50.84 211.98 
00 
w 
STRATEGY MEAN 
I 160.33 
II 150.60 
III 150.39 
IV 149.72 
v 143.44 
VI 143.50 
VII 147.64 
TABLE XVI 
COST COMPARISON OF HEDGING STRATEGIES AND CORN 
PURCHASED ONCE EACH PERIOD (UNHEDGED) 
CHANGE COMPARED STANDARD CHANGE COMPARED 
TO STRATEGY I DEVIATION TO STRATEGY I 
($ per head) 
39.07 
-9.73 49.88 +10.81 
-9.94 49.99 +10.92 
-1 0. 61 41.09 +2.02 
-16.89 40.47 +1.40 
-16.83 40.44 +1.37 
-12.69 38.23 -0.84 
RANGE OF COSTS 
LO\~ HIGH 
82.60 237.93 
33.84 262.98 
33.84 263.74 
50.84 239.60 
33.84 211.98 
33.84 211.98 
50.84 211.98 
co 
..j:>o 
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mean cost and the smallest increases in the standard deviation.· This 
suggests that hedging can be a more effective tool for reducing costs 
when hedging decisions are based on reasonable expectations of future 
prices. 
Strategy IV is the only strategy not involving a price projection 
which results in a decrease in mean cost which is greater than the in-
crease in the standard deviation. This strategy is the most selective 
of the strategies not involving a price projection. Strategies II and 
III are not as responsive to changing market conditions as Strategy IV. 
These strategies call for the hedge to be held once it is placed re-
gardless of changing market conditions. All strategies result in a 
lower mean cost than the unhedged operation. 
All strategies result in a higher standard deviation than that of 
the unhedged operation. The amount of variability in cost indicated 
by the standard deviation is judged to be an important con?ideration. 
However, the level at which the variability 9ccurs must al$0 be consi-
dered. The level at which the variation in cost occurs is indicated 
by the high and low cost figures f~r each strategy. Although the 
unhedged operation results in a lower standard deviation than the 
strategies involving ca~h Pfic~ projection, much of the variation 
resulting from the strategies involving projections is at a lower 
level. The high cost for bQth strategies is the same while the low 
cost for Strategies V and VI is $53.00 per head lower than for the 
unhedged operation. It seems likely that livestock feeders, in order 
to decrease cost, would be willing to accept more variation in cost 
particularly if this additional variation occurs primarily around a 
low level of cost. 
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When the hedging strategies are compared with the unhedged 
operation in which all corn is purchased at the beginning of the feed-
ing period, the results are similar to those for the unhedged opera-
tion purchasing weekly. The performance of the strategies appear 
slightly more favorable when compared to the unhedged operation which 
purchases once during the feeding period. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Uncertainty about the price of feed inputs is a serious problem 
common to all livestock feeding enterprises. The volatile nature of 
current feed grain prices has an adverse effect on the livestock 
feeder•s decision process. An adequate knowledge of probable feed grain 
price movements is necessary for effective long or short range planning. 
Reasonably accurate feed grain price outlook is needed as an aid to 
feeders in formulating marketing decisions. 
The overall objective of this study was to develop forecasting 
techniques which would allow for the projection of future cash corn 
prices on a quarterly basis. These projections were then to be used 
as an input in hedging strategies for corn which might aid the live-
stock feeder in his efforts to realize protection against cash price 
variability. To achieve the objective it was necessary to develop a 
multiple regression model to predict cash corn prices. The projected 
prices from the regression model were then incorporated into the devel-
opment of hedging strategies. Several strategies were developed in 
which the decision on whether to hedge or what type of hedge to execute 
was based on the price projected by the regression model. 
The price model was comprised of two continuous explanatory 
variables and two dummy variables. The explanatory variables reflected 
the seasonalized level of corn disappearance quarterly and quarterly 
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estimates of year-ending corn stocks made by the U.S.D.A. An intercept 
dummY and a slope dummy for ending stocks was specified. Ninety-seven 
percent of the variation in quarterly cash corn prices was explained 
by the model. 
In order to project into the future, values for the explanatory 
variables were needed for future periods. Since U.S.D.A. estimated 
carryout could not be predicted, it was necessary to lag the value of 
this variable to predict future prices. It was possible to predict the 
seasonalized value of disappearance, however. Separate models were 
developed to predict values for the two major components of disappear-
ance, feed and ~xports. Residual corn disapp~arance was estimated from 
the residual disappearance for the previous year. The estimated values 
for feed usage, exports, and residual disappearance were added and a 
moving average was calculated for this sum. It was necessary to sea-
sonalize the value of disappearance because there was more seasonal 
variation in the independent variable, disappearance, than in the 
dependent variable, price. 
Multiple regression was used to predict feed usage. In the model, 
feed usage was specified as a function of (1) stocks of corn as a per-
centage of normal, (2) steer margins lagged, (3) the number of hogs and 
pigs lagged, (4) the lagged ratio of soybean meal price to corn price, 
and (5) seasonal dummy variables for the April-May and October-December 
quarters. Ninety-three percent of the variation in quarterly feed 
usage was explained by the model. 
It was necessary to develop a separate model for October-December 
feed usage because the estimate for stocks as a percentage of normal is 
not always accurate prior to October 1. October-December feed usage 
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was specified as a function of (1) the number of cattle on feed lagged, 
(2) the price of hogs lagged, (3) the lagged ratio of grain sorghum 
price to corn price, and (4) an intercept dummy if the current estimate 
of production plus carryin stocks is greater than 110 percent of normal. 
Ninety-five percent of the variation in October-December feed usage 
was explained by the model. 
Multiple regression was also used in developing the export model. 
In this model quarterly exports were specified as a function of (1) 
world corn production per capita, (2) the number of animals in the 
European Economic Community, (3) a weighted composite index of U. S. 
currency values relative to the currencies of the major corn importers, 
(4) seasonal dummy variables for the April-May and June-September 
quarter, and (5) an intercept for the period after 1972. The variables 
in the model account for 88 percent of the variation in quarterly 
exports. The error present in the feed usage model and the exports 
models was reduced when the moving average of disappearance was calcu-
lated. The error in the predicted value of disappearance was less than 
the error present in the separate predictions for feed usage and exports. 
Between January-March of 1967 and October-December of 1975, the average 
percentage deviation of the estimated value of the moving average of 
disappearance from the actual value was less than two percent. 
The projections from the price model were incorporated into various 
hedging strategies for what was judged to be a typical cattle feeding 
operation. In several strategies the decision of whether or not to 
hedge was based on the projections from the price model. The strategies 
using the price projections were superior to the other strategies on the 
basis of mean cost and standard deviation. 
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The forecasts and related hedging strategies discussed ha~e the 
potential of reducing cost and thereby increasing net revenue to the 
cattle feeder. Although this analysis dealt specifically with a cattle 
feeding operation, the results should be applicable to other types of 
livestock feeding enterprises. Also, the forecasting techniques and 
hedging strategies applied to corn in this study are believed to be 
applicable to other feed grains. 
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